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About This Content

The Class 455 EMU is typical of the new generation of multiple units introduced in the 1980s to replace aging and out-dated
‘heritage’ units. Designed for use on Southern branch-line and suburban services with numerous stops and little need for high top

speeds, the Class 455 runs in 4-car formations up to a maximum speed of 75mph, and remains a familiar sight around South
London and all along the Southern network. A total of 137 Class 455 sets were produced, and with regular refurbishments

taking place the type is still playing its part to keep Southern England moving.

The Class 455 for RailWorks 2, developed by Thomson Interactive, includes 3 liveries, accurately reproduced drivers cab and
controls including functional DRA (Drivers Reminder Appliance), independent wiper selection, functional glare screen visor

and opening cab windows (animated in-cab and external view), and all-new sounds recorded from a real Class 455.

Includes

Class 455 4-car train (DTSO/MSO/TSO vehicles)

British Rail Blue & Grey

Network Southeast

South West Trains
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4 Scenarios

Guildford Bound

Sunday Shuttle

End of Shift

Pushing the Boundary

PLEASE NOTE: The Portsmouth Direct Line Expansion Pack is required to play the scenarios included with the Class
455.
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Title: Train Simulator: Class 455 EMU Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Thomson Interactive
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos
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First things first: I don't consider it to be a game, but a interactive narrative. I respect whoever thinks otherwise.

This isn't the problem, though. The problem is that the graphics are terrible, the audio isn't good, the voice-acting is disapointing
and the dialogues and the plot itself are awful.

The only one good thing I found in this title is the credits style and song.. A very good mix of First Person Shooter and Tower
Defense game. Graphics are cool, but may require a bit excessive hardware to run without crashes. Mechanics are well
implemented, specially a very balanced maths. Player must to drive a mech, higly customizable with removable parts and a big
weaponry variety that can be adquire by buying, looting, doing missions or getting achievements; even the character dressing is
customizable. Also, player can deploy turrets by everywhere by collecting enemy scrap, and there are many types of towers.
Retro-futuristic ambience are fine depicted, the plot is fresh and with certain humour sense. Has sufficent kind of foes and they
are well designed, maps are very fine developed too. Gameplay is a pleasure, really fun and addtictive. To complete the main
mission and 3 survival maps, to collect all possible items with getting 70% of achievements, takes about 100 hours. Is an indie
product so unknown as well made, that deserves much more fame. Hopefully the designers do a second part: it isn't necessary to
make it better, just more of the same.. This is one of my favorite games. It's wacky, it's fun, and just fantastic all around. The
story is fun, and this is one of the games that has an endless that doesn't seem freakishly repetitive. There's an awesome boss
fight at the end of the game, and there are lots of fun things that happen.. Great Series. Great job! I passed over this a few times
but sure glad I got it because this is the ULTIMATE Jigsaw. I luv it!
It is AWESOME! I can't imagine how this was done but its really cool how each piece is animated and no matter where you put
them its "alive".
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Do not be fooled by the steam store page, this game has fully implemented online play through the steam system. I bought it for
it's gameplay, and still enjoy it for that and it's well done online laddering.

Not only are the controls solidly simple, but they also allow for quite a few physics based trickes to be pulled off. This results in
gameplay that rarely gets dull and allows the player's playstyle to clearly show in multiplayer matches.. An ambient, quirky,
simple puzzle-platformer. Difficulty is not consistent, however. The majority flows pretty easily up until some snags - one in
particular may drive some insane. Still, very relaxing soundtrack and immersive visuals definitely should speak to the indie
platformer fan.. I have more experience with CO1, but I can affirm that this is one of the greatest wargames ever. The order of
battle and the simulation of delay is really top notch. A true grognard game and a not so much steep learning curve. It's very
rewarding when you get that battallion behind the enemy position as you put it through a little road on the flank and smash the
rear echelon of a division.. This is a very under-rated airplane. Great physics, really easy on the frames, and lots of fun! Many
little things work like the bomb bay doors. Do a little reading in the manual and you'll have a blast! A few quick start pointers I
can think of:

Don't be ashamed of Ctl+E, pretend your first officer is doing the startup.

Take off config IS in fact full flaps

Use your "Angle of Attack" tape on the far left to reference when to retract, or extend your wings or flaps. (I use above or
below 5 degrees as reference.

Your Nav\/GPS switch is the knob on the bottom left of your PFD, right click the knob in the right corner to turn that PFD on.

I leave the comments open if I can be of any extra help. Highly recommended, especially for sale price.. Animation could be
better but it's ok, my and my friends like it though, we get a kick out of it.
Different kind of zombies but they all seemed to slide on the floor if you escape from them.
You can lure the zombies to the train tracks and they suffer a terrible death!
Overall is good, would like to see more action but you can explore as long as you avoid enemies.
Like riding the trains, they have a schedule and reminded me of my time in Europe.
Waiting to see if they make a multiplayer so that we can all play.
. Very glichy. Dosen't work very well. Better of playing DRLs simulator.
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